MINUTES OF A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING OF AUSA HELD ON
TUESDAY 31 AUGUST 1999 AT 1PM IN THE STUDENT UNION QUAD

PRESENT: Chair (Efeso Collins, President), AVP, EVP (Thackwray), Treasurer, SRC Chair, OSO/Acting CAO, NAO, Socs Rep, IAO(2)/Acting EAO WRO, MO, Craccum (2), AM, WO

APOLOGIES:

IN ATTENDANCE: RIC (Minutes Secretary)

Meeting Opened: 1.21 pm

GENERAL BUSINESS:

Efeso Collins surrendered the Chair in favour of Sam Huggard, AVP

Procedural Motion to Disagree with Ruling of the Chair

G WATSON/VAN ZON

RN20/99 THAT the Chairperson's ruling be upheld.

Carried

Note: the ruling related to speaking to the motion

Sam Huggard surrendered the Chair in favour of Efeso Collins, President

G WATSON/VAN ZON

RN21/99 THAT AUSA has no confidence in Thomas Shadbolt and Gareth Elliot as Editors of Craccum.

Lost (by division: for: 63, against: 108, abstentions: T Webb, I Munro, T Wilson, S Balan)

Meeting closed at: 1.59 pm

Signed as a true and correct record.

Efeso Collins, CHAIR